Hotel and entertainments complex «Amaks Premier Hotel» Hotel offers you to consider the
option of co- operation in the direction of group arrivals.
«Amaks Premier Hotel» gladly accepts participants and visitors VIII International Conference on
Aerophysical research methods (ICMAR 2016).
For you we are happy to provide a discount on accommodation at the rate of 10%.

Room category

Number
of rooms

Monday Sunday
Price Rack

Price 10 %

Economy single

17

2 600

2 340

Standard single

34

3 300

2 970

Business single

56

3 600

3 240

Business double/

35

4 400

3 960

Studio

11

5 600

5 040

Lux

9

5 800

5 220

Apartments

1

9500

8 550

twin

To get discounts, when you will book the room need to say a code word «aerophysies» when you
will book by fone say code- world, for reservations by e- mail write code-word in the subject line
or in message.
We are ready do offer you cur services :
 Special prices for comfortable rooms
 Free Wi-Fi
 Flexible tariffs for using sauna, bouling and billiards
 Proposals for organizing banquet and we have special food menu from restaurant «Premer»
 Presentation of modern conference rooms with the need to organize press conferences, seminars
and other events

Hotel and entertainment complex «Amaks Premier Hotel» a part of the largest national hotel chain
«Amaks Hotels and Resorts»
For you, we offer 163 comfortable rooms of different categories with the possibility of
accommodating up to 250people. In addition at the hotel is located entertainment complex , which
includes a boiling, billiard, sauna wish swimming pool, karaoke club.

Advantageous location
Hotel in a quiet historic a good place location center of the city of Perm. Not par prom the hotel is a
museum and theaters, exhibition and concert halls, shopping centers and Riverquay of Kama
Hotel and entertainment complex "Amaks Premier Hotel" is the largest national hotel chain «AMAKS
Hotels & Resorts».
A wide range of prices for all room categories
For you, we offer 163 comfortable rooms of different categories with the possibility of
accommodating up to 250people. We can offer you a single standard rooms and business rooms, double
rooms and also rooms lux class and studio at very reasonable prices.

All rooms are fully consisted with European standards. For a comfortable stay of guest in all hotel
rooms and set, all necessary and modern equipment electronic door , locks, cable TV, telephone, wish
possibility of long- distance and international communication high-speed wi-fi internet, fridge with
minibar.

Yours faithfully,
Elena Glumova
Booking manager
"Amaks Premier Hotel" Perm
Phone +73422206050
serv3@amaks.perm.ru
http://www.amaks-hotels.ru

